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Goals for Résumé Writing
Goal One: Understanding your Abilities
 A résumé is the final outcome of a process that begins with
you taking stock of the abilities you possess
 The more abilities that you are aware of possessing, the
greater value you have to offer to an employer or graduate
school
 Knowing your abilities and understanding from where you
acquired them will make you more confident as an applicant
Goal Two: Articulating your Abilities
 Knowing your abilities helps you; articulating them effectively shows you can help the reader/employer
 Never assume the reader knows what you mean; you must
always be clear, concise, and use examples
 Employers will only give your résumé a 5-10 second review
before making an initial decision, so excellent writing is imperative
 If the writing on your résumé is not good enough for Transy
faculty, it is not good enough to send out
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Drafting the General Résumé:
Résumé:
First Step: Don’t worry about page length!


Yes, you will ultimately be limited to a one page application resume to apply for
a job or internship or 2 pages if you are applying to graduate or professional
school, but you are not creating that résumé yet!



The General Résumé can be as long as you need it to capture all of your good
experiences and document the skills from them.

Second Step: List and Categorize all of your experiences!


Do Not Use a Template to create your résumé! Use a blank Word or Google Doc



Choose a style you like to format your résumé. It does not have to be complicated, however it does need to be consistent across every experience you include.



“All of your experiences” include jobs, internships, shadowing, volunteer/community service, club and organization involvement, athletics, study
abroad, and classes. Yes, classes can go on résumés!



First years and sophomores may include relevant experiences from high school;
juniors and seniors should include only college experiences unless a high school
experience directly relates to the position you are seeking.



Examples of categories include Education, Campus Involvement, Volunteer
Work, Work History, Internships, Professional Experience.
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Third Step: Define the Skills you acquired and the Accomplishments you achieved











Use “Action Words” found on the next page to define the skills you acquired
Do Not focus on the day to day job duties such as “copying, answering phones, etc.”
Keep the statements concise, but provide sufficient information to give context
Whenever possible, describe the positive impact you contributed to the position
Use numbers or amounts whenever possible
Use the appropriate tense of the verb—past or present, but don’t use “ing”
Avoid statements such as, “responsibilities or duties include,” as these are passive
Do Not use personal pronouns (i.e. I, We, Us)
Use more statements if the experience provided many skills; use fewer if it did not
Remember, we are not worrying about page length right now, so include all the statements you can come up with
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Action Words
accomplished
accounted for
achieved
acquired
adapted
addressed
adjusted
administered
advised
aided
allocated
analyzed
applied
appointed
appraised
approved
arranged
assembled
assessed
assured
attained
attended
audited
authored
authorized
awarded
balanced
briefed
brought
budgeted
built
calculated
cataloged
chaired
changed
checked
chose
clarified
classified
closed
coached

collected
combined
communicate
compared
completed
composed
computed
conceived
conceptualized
conducted
consolidated
constructed
consulted
continued
contracted
controlled
convinced
coordinated
corrected
counseled
counted
created
critiqued
debated
decided
defined
delegated
delivered
demonstrated
designed
determined
developed
devised
diagnosed
directed
discovered
documented
drafted
drew
earned
edited

elected
eliminated
empathized
employed
encouraged
enforced
engaged
enlisted
ensured
entered
established
estimated
evaluated
examined
executed
exercised
expanded
expedited
experimented
explained
explored
expressed
extracted
facilitated
fashioned
figured
filed
financed
fixed
followed
forecast
foresaw
formulated
forwarded
fostered
found
founded
gained
generated
governed
graded

greeted
guided
handled
helped
identified
illustrated
implemented
improved
improvised
incorporated
increased
influenced
informed
initiated
innovated
inspected
instructed
insured
interpreted
interviewed
introduced
invented
investigated
joined
judged
launched
learned
lectured
led
licensed
logged
made
maintained
managed
manipulated
marketed
maximized
mediated
mentored
met
modeled

modified
monitored
motivated
negotiated
observed
obtained
offered
operated
ordered
organized
overcame
oversaw
paid
painted
participated
perceived
performed
persevered
persuaded
photographed
piloted
planned
prepared
presented
prevailed
processed
produced
profited
programmed
projected
promoted
proofed
proved
provided
publicized
purchased
qualified
ran
rated
read
realized

reasoned
received
recognized
recommended
reconciled
recorded
recruited
redesigned
reduced
referred
related
renovated
repaired
reported
represented
rescued
researched
resolved
resulted in
restored
returned
revealed
reviewed
revised
saved
scheduled
screened
secured
selected
sent
separated
served
serviced
shipped
showed
simplified
sold
solved
sought
specified
spoke

started
stopped
streamlined
studied
submitted
suggested
summarized
supervised
supplied
supported
surveyed
targeted
taught
tested
took over
totaled
toured
tracked
trained
transferred
transformed
translated
traveled
treated
troubleshot
tutored
typed
uncovered
unified
updated
upgraded
used
utilized
weighed
welcomed
won
worked
wrote
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Adapting a General Résumé for an Application
Focus on the needs of the position:






Start a new document and copy and paste the most valuable experiences from
your general résumé that relate to the position into it.
You create a “new” résumé each time you apply to a new experience
If you do not believe a skill statement is useful for the employer to see, remove it
If you do not believe a position is valuable for an employer to see, remove it
Use the following rubric to assess the quality of your résumé; the more 5’s,
the stronger your résumé
Points

AUDIENCE AND
PURPOSE

Poor 1

2

 No audience intended
Lack of purpose


 (This does not

apply to the general résumé)

 Simple listing of
CONTENT



past positions
without any statements provided
No insight
demonstrated

 Little attention to

3
 Audience is in-

audience

 Purpose not clear

 Focused on nonskill past duties
Paragraph writing


 Use of personal


pronouns
Little insight
shown



ferred, but not focused
Statements to not
connect to purpose

 Some action words




throughout
Some context provided
A few statements
are unclear
Better insights

4
 Résumé has in

tended audience
A few statements
do not fit

Excellent 5
 Résumé is clearly
tailored to reader

 Entries are purposeful

 Statements are purposeful

 Mostly uses ac



tion words
Offers good context and insight
Clear statements
and wording
Evidence of
learning apparent

 Action words utilized

 Incorporates professional terms

 Context provides
visualization

 Statements are clear
and concise

 Strong demonstration of ability

 No consistency in
FORMAT





PRESENTATION

 Lack of headings
 No order to en

GRAMMAR AND
MECHANICS

format
Poor use of
space/wide margins
Unattractive
presentation
Hard to read

tries
No relevancy

 4 or 5 spelling/
 grammar errors
 Verb tenses are
wrong

 Some consistency, but not
throughout
Difficult to read


 Bullets not lined
up

 Confusing head


ings
Some order to
entries
Little relevancy

 3-4 spelling/
 grammar errors
 Verb tenses are
wrong

 Mostly consistent
 Some spacing or
margin issues

 Most bullets line up
 Readable

 A couple of in


consistent entries
Minor spacing
issues
Easy to read

 Consistent format
throughout

 Easily readable
 Effective use of
space

 Attractive, professional appearance

 Generic headings
 Reverse chronolog

ical order
Some relevancy

 2-3 spelling/
 grammar
 Verb tenses have
errors

 Good headings
 Reverse chronological order

 Relevant positions

 1-2 spelling /
 grammar errors
 Verb tenses are
correct

 Professional headings used

 Most relevant positions first

 Entries in reverse
chronological order

 Résumé is free of
errors

 Verb tenses are all
correct

Submitting your résumé to an employer:
 Edit your résumé and be sure there are no grammatical or spelling errors
 Follow the job posting’s instructions for submission
 Whenever possible, submit your résumé as a PDF document so that format issues
will not occur on the recipients’ computers
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Examples of well written Transy résumés

Strong use of managerial/business
verbs throughout the document
showing a clear focus for employers.
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Defined the scholarship so others
understand its importance.

Uses highly specialized/ technical language that will be understood by the reader (even though
it's nearly incomprehensible to
lay people.)
Showed outcomes of the
research.

Defined what the experience was as it wouldn't
be widely known.
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The focus of this resume is a
marketing position.

As a first year, she has not declared,
but this is what she is planning to
major in. If you aren't sure what to
major in yet, simply use Bachelor of
Arts. You can then add the major
later.
Shares experiences directly
related to the position.

As a first year, she chose to
include two, highly relevant
experiences from high
school, but did not include
other high school experiences outside of marketing.

While there were other skills
the student learned from the
experience, she chose statements for her application that
focused on marketing, design, and customer service.
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Used a specific example without
overdoing the detail to show
rather than simply tell.

While Transy's four sororities are, because of
their history, fraternities, using "fraternity"
would be confusing for employers if the applicant is a woman.
The applicant utilizes specific
amounts to demonstrate ability
and context.

There are two positions under
the same organization, so the
applicant listed each, while listing the organization once.
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Identifies specialized software
skills.

Shows the mental skills that go
along with the more technical skills
associated with photography.

Depending on how long you've been out of school, you
can choose to move your education to the bottom, especially as your career positions become more important.

